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1. Language learning is language use (chapters 2, 6, 7). 

2. Language learning motivation is dynamic and context-dependent (chapters 2, 4, 5, 8). 

3. The future orientation of one’s ongoing self-construction is a central component of 

motivation (chapters 2, 4, 5). 

4. Language pedagogy would benefit from more attention to actual language use outside 

the classroom (chapters 2, 4, 5, 7, 8). 

5. In everyday conversations outside the L2 classroom, the language learner identity is 

rarely made explicit by the interlocutors but is nonetheless crucial to consider 

analytically (chapter 6, 7). 

6. When assumptions on family talk are based on nuclear families, the legitimacy to 

speak risks being overlooked (chapters 6, 7). 

7. Qualitative case study research tells us much more than just about the individual case 

itself and is indicative of larger societal trends as experienced in everyday life 

(chapters 1, 2, 8).  

8. Epistemological differences can mask ontological similarities (chapter 2).  

9. Methodological pluralism is fun and beneficial albeit at times also risky and terrifying 

(personal experience). 

10. If you cannot ensure a fair response time from reviewers or – far worse – are 

unwilling to answer polite and reasonable email requests about delays, this is 

probably a sign that you should not be running a journal. People’s futures depend on 

these minimal expectations of professionalism (Chris Peters, personal conversations 

2013, 2014, 2015). 

11. Good thesis supervisors can help find your voice and gain confidence even when you 

think you are a lost cause (personal experience, 2011-2014).  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


